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90 Chapter 2 Testing Design Patterns

Mocks and Stubs

In any software project, there are likely numerous subsystems and compo-
nents. These components often have contractual boundaries that specify the
contact points between them, as well as define the external interface to each
component or subsystem.

Take any standard Web application, for example. There’s likely to be a
component that manages users, one that handles emails, another that man-
ages presentation, and another that manages persistence. There are rela-
tionships between all of these, with components relying on others to
perform their roles and in turn providing functionality for other compo-
nents to fulfill their roles.

When it comes to testing, especially unit testing, it’s crucial that we’re
able to isolate these components as much as possible. How our components
are written can make this more or less difficult, due to how dependencies
between components are managed. Are components looked up from a cen-
tral registry? Do we have singletons? Are dependencies injected?

Regardless of which approach is used, our unit tests wouldn’t be very
good unit tests if they had to cart in the entire system to test any given part
of it. So very shortly after the ideas around unit testing started to solidify,
there was a recognized need to be able to provide the bare minimum of
dependencies required in order to test effectively.

If we wanted to test our user manager component in the example Web
application we just described, we should be able to do so without necessarily
having to provide every other component as well, just because our user man-
ager happens to use a Mailer object and a UserDAO object to perform its roles.

The solution in this case is to use stubs or mocks, depending on the situ-
ation. In this section we’ll cover both, with examples highlighting the differ-
ences, as well as advice on when you should choose one over the other.

Mocks versus Stubs

Before we delve into the differences, let’s first identify the common design
pattern that these two approaches share in a trivial example, as illustrated in
Figure 2–1.

In Figure 2–1, we have a UserManager object that creates a user
through a UserDAO helper and, when that’s done, emails the user with his or
her login information.

A Data Access Object (DAO) is a pattern in which we encapsulate com-
munication with an underlying data store in an object, which usually han-
dles create/read/update/delete operations for a given entity.
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Mocks and Stubs 91

We already have unit tests in place to ensure that emailing works and
that the UserDAO object behaves as expected and saves users correctly in our
data store. However, we’d like to test whether the UserManager behaves
correctly and invokes the other two components correctly under all possible
circumstances. How do we do so?

Since we know all about good design, all of the classes involved have
interfaces for the other components to interact with. If that weren’t the
case, this would be a good point at which to introduce them as boundaries
and contract definitions between our various components. When initially
developing this code, it is entirely possible that we did not have any inter-
faces since there was a need for only a single implementation. The fact that
we require multiple ones now means that the functionality should be
abstracted into an interface.

A naive test case for our UserManager interface would create it as it is
and simply give it full-blown UserDAO and Mailer objects. That’s not quite
what we need, so why should we have to bring in all that heavy baggage
when all we want to test is UserManager?

This is where mocks and stubs come in handy. Instead of passing in our
full-blown functional UserDAO and Mailer objects, we instead pass in a sim-
ple implementation that does the minimum possible to fulfill the contract
with UserManager.

Mock/Stub Examples

Let us first examine the stub approach. In this case, we have lightweight
implementations for our dependencies that we can supply the UserManager
with that we can also query later for their state. This is shown in Listing 2–71.

Figure 2–1 Sequence diagram for a component
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92 Chapter 2 Testing Design Patterns

Listing 2–71 Stub implementation

public class UserDAOStub implements UserDAO {
  public boolean saveUser(String name) {
    return true;
  }
}
   
public class MailerStub implements Mailer {
  private List<String> mails = new ArrayList<String>();
  
  public boolean sendMail(String to, String subject, 
   String body)
  {
   mails.add(to);
   return true;
  }
   
  public List<String> getMails() {
    return mails;
  }
}

Since we have other tests that verify our UserDAO implementation, and
since we are not concerned with it for this UserManager test, we provide a
stub implementation that always returns true (to signal that the user has
been created successfully).

For our Mailer stub, we do something similar. We also keep track of
what emails we’ve sent, since we might like to query this stub later on to
verify that it was invoked and that the email was sent to the right person.

Our test now looks like Listing 2–72.

Listing 2–72 Test using stubs

@Test
public void verifyCreateUser() {
  UserManager manager = new UserManagerImpl();
  MailerStub mailer = new MailerStub();
  manager.setMailer(mailer);
  manager.setDAO(new UserDAOStub());
  manager.createUser("tester");
  assert mailer.getMails().size() == 1;
}
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Mocks and Stubs 93

We create our stub implementations, inject them into our UserManager
instance, and finally verify that the mailer was invoked correctly.

The mock approach usually involves using an external library that does
the grunt work of creating the interface implementation for us. Once that’s
done, we specify expectations on the mocked instance. Note that the next
example uses pseudocode since, unfortunately, the exact syntax that mock
libraries use can sometimes be somewhat awkward, thus disguising the
intent and purpose of the test! This is shown in Listing 2–73.

Listing 2–73 Pseudocode using a mock library

@Test
public void createUser() {
  // create the instance we'd like to test
  UserManager manager = new UserManagerImpl();
  
  // create the dependencies we'd like mocked
  Mock mailer = mock(Mailer.class);
  Mock dao = mock(UserDAO.class);
  
  // wire them up to our primary component, the user manager
  manager.setMailer((Mailer)mailer.proxy());
  manager.setDAO((UserDAO)dao.proxy());
  
  // specify expectations
  dao.saveUser() must return true;
  expect invocation dao.saveUser() with parameter "tester";
   
  dao.sendMail must return true;
  expect invocation dao.sendMail with parameter "tester"
   
  // invoke our method
  manager.createUser("tester");
  // verify that expectations have been met
  verifyExpectations();
  }

Ignoring the specifics of this code (we’ll discuss specific mock libraries
later), the idea here is that we do not provide our own stub implementations
of the components we’d like to swap in.
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94 Chapter 2 Testing Design Patterns

Instead, we use a mock library. The library will set up the mock object,
on which we can then specify any number of expectations and behaviors.

In Listing 2–73, we specified that the saveUser method will be invoked,
with a parameter of tester, and will return true. Similarly, we then specify
that the mailer mock’s sendMail method will also be invoked once, with the
first parameter being tester, and that it will return true on this invocation.

Having set up our expectations, we invoke the createUser method on
our manager object. If the expectations are matched, the test will pass. If
they are not, the test will fail. The actual check for all the expectations being
matched is done in the verify method, which will go over our mock objects
and verify that their expectations have been met.

Based on the examples in Listings 2–72 and 2–73, the difference
between mocks and stubs should be somewhat clearer now. Stubs replace a
method with a specified result that is the bare minimum required. Mocks,
on the other hand, are specified in terms of expectations from a particular
method.

Certainly, there are a lot of concepts and ideas that make this differenti-
ation somewhat tricky to conceptualize. For example, mocks are a special-
ized form of stubs. A stub can also fulfill a trivial expectation. In general,
though, mocks are all about expectations and defining them, whereas stubs
are more generic, rather than being structured around their expectations.

Mocks test the behavior and interactions between components, whereas
stubs replace heavyweight processes that are not relevant to a particular test
with simple implementations.

Naming Confusion

Unfortunately, while the two concepts are quite distinct, it’s not uncommon
to find a whole array of examples where they’re used interchangeably. Many
projects confuse stubs with mocks and refer to stub implementations as
mock objects. The Spring framework’s excellent test library, for example, is
called spring-mock, despite the fact that it has no mocks (none of the
classes in the library define expectations—all of them are in fact stubs for
various Java Enterprise Edition APIs!)

The same issue plagues a number of other projects, where the name
mock is used instead of stub, so make sure the distinction is clear in your
mind.

To confuse the issue further, if we were to be stricter in terms of nam-
ing, the stub objects we defined above are test doubles. A test double is basi-
cally a dummy implementation used just to satisfy a dependency. The
difference between a double and a stub is that a double is used purely to sat-
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Mocks and Stubs 95

isfy a dependency, while a stub has a bit more of an implementation and
usually returns hardcoded data instead of going to a database, for example.

The testing crowd in fact has even finer-grained names, but in practice,
we’ve found that these can be confusing. Although the difference between
mocks and stubs is important, drilling down further can be an interesting
exercise in naming things but isn’t particularly important or useful when
developing tests.

Designing for Mockability

In order to successfully use mock or stub objects, it’s important to ensure that
our code is designed in such a way as to make this easy and straightforward.

The most important aspect of that design is correctly identifying our
component interactions and, from that, defining interface boundaries
between components.

Practically speaking, if we have two components A and B, and A needs
to use B, it should do so via B’s interface, rather than the specific implemen-
tation of B. That way, we can trivially hand A a different implementation to
work with.

Then it’s important to be able to select what instance of B to provide A
with. The more control we have over that process, the easier it is for us to
specify implementations to suit various use cases. Component A could, for
example, look up a static instance of B, as shown in Listing 2–74.

Listing 2–74 Singleton lookup

public void doWork1() {
  B b = B.getInstance();
  b.doSomething();
}

This approach would be problematic for us since we’d have no way to
provide a new instance, short of modifying B’s implementation. This is one
of the fundamental flaws of using statics: There can be only one instance of
a given object, which can (and often does) hinder its usage later in the
project’s lifecycle. While initially it might seem quite sensible that we’d have
just one instance, we cannot be confident enough about how the project will
evolve and what direction it will take to know that this will always be the case.

Component A could also use a Service Locator pattern to find an
instance of B. Listing 2–75 shows an example using JNDI.
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96 Chapter 2 Testing Design Patterns

Listing 2–75 Service Locator via JNDI

public void doWork2() throws NamingException {
  B b = (B)new InitialContext().lookup("B");
  b.doSomething();
}

The problem with this approach is that it does not allow us to give A a
specific instance of B that we control. There is one global instance, and
that’s what A gets.

The core concept here is that A should not decide how it gets B.
Instead, we should tell A what instance of B it should use, as shown in List-
ing 2–76.

Listing 2–76 Refactoring to use injection

private B b;
   
public void setB(B b) {
  this.b = b;
}

In this case, we externally informed A what instance of B it should use.
This gives us the flexibility to decide per instance of A what B to provide. In
a test, for example, we could trivially provide A with a mock or stub of B.

The external dependency resolution can be performed by an Inversion
of Control (IoC) container such as Spring or Guice, both discussed in Chap-
ter 5, that takes care of wiring all our components together.

Mock Libraries

Two popular libraries take the hard work out of managing the definition of
mock objects along with their expectations: EasyMock and jMock. The two
libraries have a number of crucial differences, and which one you end up
choosing (if any) is a matter of personal taste. We’ll cover the main features
and benefits of both. Based on our experience, many people find EasyMock
simpler and more intuitive to use, so we’ll cover that one first. Feel free to
read up on both libraries, though, as which library to use does boil down to
personal taste and programming style.
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We also revisit the example we went through earlier with the UserMan-
ager, UserDAO, and Mailer objects, to show how one of these libraries can
be used within our test case.

EasyMock

EasyMock is a mock library that allows us to set up expectations by invoking
methods on our mock objects exactly as the primary test object would. List-
ing 2–77 shows an EasyMock example.

Listing 2–77 Test based on EasyMock 

import static org.easymock.EasyMock.*;
   
public class EasyMockUserManagerTest {
  @Test
  public void createUser() {
    // create the instance we'd like to test
    UserManager manager = new UserManagerImpl();
    UserDAO dao = createMock(UserDAO.class);
    Mailer mailer = createMock(Mailer.class);
    manager.setDAO(dao);
    manager.setMailer(mailer);
    
    // record expectations
    expect(dao.saveUser("tester")).andReturn(true);
    expect(mailer.sendMail(eq("tester"), (String)notNull(), 
                           (String)notNull())).andReturn(true);
    replay(dao, mailer);
    
    // invoke our method
    manager.createUser("tester");
    // verify that expectations have been met
    verify(mailer, dao);
  }
}

For any EasyMock test, we must follow four steps.

1. Create mock objects: The first step is to create mocks for all our sec-
ondary objects. This is done through the createMock method, with
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98 Chapter 2 Testing Design Patterns

the parameter being the class we’d like to mock. Note that due to
good use of generics, we don’t need to cast the result to the type we
expect. The mock objects are handed to the primary test object.

2. Record expectations: Recording expectations simply involves calling
the methods we expect to be invoked. For cases where we have spe-
cific parameters we expect, we can simply pass them as is. In other cases,
we need to specify argument matches, as we did in Listing 2–77 for
the sendMail method.

3. Invoke the primary test: We invoke the method or methods on our
primary test object that we expect will then make the right calls into
the mock instances.

4. Verify expectations: Finally, we invoke verify, passing in all of our
mock objects. Again, sensible use of the Java 5 varargs feature means
we can pass in as many as we’d like.

jMock

jMock is a mock library that allows us to specify constraints programmati-
cally. This allows us to use a rich API to develop flexible constraints for our
mock objects and also use the same API to specify the number of invoca-
tions expected, return values, and so on. 

Conceptually the approach is the same, except that instead of program-
matic method invocation, jMock requires that we specify expectations using
string method names, along with what we expect each to return, and so on.

Which Is Right for You?

There are a number of key practical differences between the two libraries,
even though they address the same issues.

jMock uses strings for method names, and despite the protestation of its
developers that this is still refactoring friendly, it is in fact a significant short-
coming. Not all refactorings will go through and modify all string occurrences.

The jMock syntax relies heavily on chained method calls, which some
people might find difficult to debug or decipher. While verbosity is useful in
code to ensure clarity, in jMock’s case the verbosity can be difficult to work with.

Also, jMock requires a base class, which severely hampers test cases by
imposing a superclass that must be extended. There’s no clear reason for
this awkwardness, and it is very clearly an antipattern; most of the methods
provided by the base class are helper utility methods that could have just as
easily been moved to a utility class to set up expectations. However, the lat-
est version of jMock addresses this, so it is less of an issue.
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Finally, at the time of writing, EasyMock seems far more in tune with
the times and has received numerous updates that take full advantage of all
the language features provided by Java 5, making the resultant mock code
much clearer and more obvious. Again, though, jMock will have a new ver-
sion out soon that will address many of these shortcomings, so the final
answer is to pick the one that happens to match your personal taste and
style. Both libraries achieve the same functionality; the differentiator lies
mostly in the usage you anticipate and your programming style.

Selecting the Right Strategy

A number of factors determine whether we should use mock objects or
stubs, or even whether we should avoid both.

Lack of Interfaces

Sometimes we inherit big, bulky legacy systems that aren’t designed as opti-
mally as we’d like. For example, sometimes there are no interfaces used
between components. Most mock libraries now allow us to swap in classes,
not just interfaces. The libraries work by generating a new class at runtime
through bytecode manipulation that fulfills the contract we specify.

This is obviously not such a great approach; it is instead a clever hack. It
can be useful, however, in certain situations where a redesign is not possible.

Complex Classes

It’s not uncommon for manager type classes to grow uncontrollably. While
we all know that this is a design smell and that classes should not have too
many methods, it’s much harder to achieve in practice.

So we end up with classes that have over 20 methods that interact with
many other components and keep on getting more and more complex over
time.

In this situation, it’s not practical to keep maintaining a stub for this
class. Every new method that’s added will also have to be added to the stub.
We’ll also have to figure out what the appropriate stub implementation
should do.

So for this scenario, dynamic mock object libraries can be useful since
they allow us to define the behavior of single methods, rather than having to
worry about all of them.

Of course, the right solution is to address the underlying design issue that’s
causing the problem. Ideally, we would refactor the manager class to more fine-
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100 Chapter 2 Testing Design Patterns

grained role-based interfaces. So, for example, if we had a UserManager,
we’d consider splitting this up into a UserFinder, a UserPersistor, a
UserPermissionManager, and so on. While doing so might seem somewhat
daunting initially, it’s actually not that difficult in practice. In most cases, the
new interfaces can be introduced and methods simply copied or moved
over. The semantics and functionality are exactly the same, so it’s not even a
particularly risky refactoring. The benefit of this interface segregation is
increased unit testability, where we can easily work with one interface at a
time instead of having to view the UserManager as one big monolithic object
to test.

Contract Capture

In terms of what we’re trying to verify, is this for internal or external func-
tionality? Internal subsystems interacting with each other inside one project
are not good candidates for mocks since we control both sides, and they are
both likely to evolve and change quite significantly over time.

Having said that, there are cases where using mocks is more useful since
they enable us to capture more than simple method signatures to assert the
validity of a contract over time. This is particularly useful when verifying
protocols or documenting and testing standard APIs that need to adhere to
certain behavior over time.

Test Goal

What is our test trying to achieve? Determining whether we should use a
stub or a mock lies in the answer to that question. 

The rule of thumb is that if we want to test interactions between com-
ponents, mocks might be a better approach than stubs. Mock libraries allow
us to specify the interactions in a concise and exact manner. Stubs, on the
other hand, are more useful as scaffolding—dependencies that components
expect to be present and to perform certain roles. Stubs should be used for
secondary components used by the component under test. The test purpose
in this case is to test the primary component itself, rather than its interac-
tions with other components.

Mock Pitfalls

Mocks and stubs are powerful tools that can greatly help us with testing by
reducing dependencies and ensuring we can test interactions between com-
ponents in isolation.
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However, many issues arise due to relying too much on mocks, and it’s
vital to keep in mind the flip side of using mock objects.

Mocking of External APIs

It might be tempting to mock external heavyweight libraries, simply to
speed up a test and reduce its dependencies on a specific implementation.
Whenever you’re tempted to do so, think again.

You should rarely need to mock an API that is not owned by you. This
includes all third-party libraries and APIs. To many newcomers to the
mocking approach, this is surprisingly unintuitive. Many view mock objects
as a way to stub out external dependencies, a way to get rid of that pesky
database call or servlet invocation. Doing so is not only hugely inefficient
compared to refactoring but also harmful, as the chances are minimal that
said developer would come up with an implementation that’s robust enough
to replace the real thing.

In some cases, the external dependency is very trivial or easy to mock. If
you can be confident that the implementation is indeed simple and lends
itself well to being mocked, using mock objects would be a good fit. The
peril of that approach, however, is that it is sometimes difficult to make that
judgment.

False Sense of Security

Having huge swathes of mock tests is likely to give us a pretty good feeling
in terms of the increased coverage of our code base. This is in fact a false
sense of security, as we’re not really testing how objects behave but are
instead testing their interactions with one another. The interactions are also
specified in the test. This means that, quite frequently, the expectations do
not match what will actually happen in a production environment and are
instead specified at the time of writing the test.

When the two are written together, it’s almost impossible to resist the
temptation to tweak one or the other just to get the test to pass! Therefore
it’s crucial that mock-based tests be complemented with coarser-grained
functional tests to minimize the mismatch between the mock implementa-
tion and the real one.

Note that this also applies to stubs since our implementations do not
match those used in production either. The risk is slightly lessened, though,
since stubs are used to satisfy dependencies rather than encapsulate behav-
ior, so we’re making fewer fundamental assumptions about their implemen-
tation details than we are with mocks.
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Maintenance Overhead

Mock objects are not refactoring friendly, so we have to constantly work to keep
them up to date with any changes in implementation in primary test objects.

This is especially true for jMock, which uses strings for method names.
However, it also applies to EasyMock since refactoring is more than simply
renaming methods or classes. (In fact, that use case is too trivial to be called
refactoring!)

For example, we might decide that our UserManager in the earlier
example should not be responsible for sending the credentials email and
that a layer above that should handle the mailing. As soon as we do that, our
mock test becomes broken. Some might argue that it’s a good thing that this
test breaks since it forces us to find all usages of the createUser method in
the manager and ensure that they now handle the email sending them-
selves. However, in most cases, a developer should be able to make such
changes without having to worry about the brittle mock tests.

In addition to the potential refactoring issues, a common problem when
using mock objects that results in maintenance headaches is overspecifying
expectations just to get the test working. For example, just for the sake of
testing, it’s not uncommon to see that every method invocation is expected
(since mock libraries are not so lenient about incidental calls that weren’t
explicitly expected). Since the ordering or method calls will change as part
of refactoring, we have yet another location where we need to modify code
to handle this.

Hierarchies and Complexity

Mock objects are also very susceptible to increasing complexity, especially
when confronted by deep object hierarchies.

As methods do more and more, we have to either keep growing our
expectations or just live with the false sense of security that underspecified
expectations give us. Of course, it’s also entirely possible to overexpect, thus
making the tests more brittle in the face of refactoring. Test brittleness
increases with expectations.

Hence there’s always a tradeoff between overspecifying and underspec-
ifying expectations. There’s no good rule of thumb for how much we should
expect, leaving it to the judgment of the individual developer. This in turn is
usually a bad idea, as it’s highly unlikely that many developers have a good
feel for the right amount! Rather than being a flaw in developers, this is in
fact one of the flaws of the whole mock object approach; it puts too much
onus on the developer to have the right feel for the tool, instead of encour-
aging good practices by itself.
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